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ABSTRACT
This extended abstract presents a set of continuous-domain
extensions to the attack graph, a formalism used to model
the interactions of multiple exploits and assets in a network.
These extensions result in a new modeling framework called
the hybrid attack dependency graph, which provides the novel
capability of modeling continuous state variables and their
evolution over the execution of attacks with duration.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As computers’ interactions with each other and the physical world become pervasive, they are being targeted for
exploitation in new, dangerous, and sometimes dramatic
ways. Systems implementing such interactions, termed hybrid systems or in some highly networked cases cyber-physical
systems, are widespread in safety-critical medical, infrastructure, automotive, and other domains.
This publication is concerned with the specification and
generation of theoretical models for cyber-physical systems
security. Specifically, we present the hybrid attack dependency
graph, an early stage extension of a discrete domain formalism
called the attack graph that permits modeling of continuous
valued properties, such as those often in play in the physical
world.
According to the 2008 Report of the Cyber-Physical Systems Summit, “The principal barrier to developing CPS is
the lack of a theory that comprehends cyber and physical
resources in a single unified framework.” [10] The summit
further identified as part of the necessary scientific and technological foundations of cyber physical systems both (1) new
modeling frameworks and (2) “theories of cyber-physical
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inter-dependence” [10]. This work contributes to both of
those research needs.
This paper is concerned with proposing structure and
preliminary applications of the hybrid attack dependency
graph. Although there is value in discussing their generation
from a network model, exploit set, and starting conditions,
that is beyond the scope of this brief abstract.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background into cyber physical systems and
attack graphs; section 3 introduces the proposed hybrid attack dependency graph and its nomenclature; section 4 gives
an example of its use to model a particular attack and expands on its properties; and section 5 draws conclusions and
proposes future work.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Hybrid and Cyber-physical Systems

A system with both continuous (frequently physical) components and discrete (frequently digital) components is said
to be a hybrid system, named for its characteristic blending
of the two domains. Examples of hybrid computer systems
abound in industrial controls and critical infrastructure, for
example.
The term hybrid system is an older one that was coined
as researchers began to model the newly pervasive reactive
systems that arose as programmed control of the physical
world became widespread [1]. However, today’s most critical
and exposed systems have an additional feature: extensive
networking. For this reason, we say that we are concerned
with modeling security of cyber-physical systems (CPS), networked computer systems that are tightly coupled to the
physical world.

2.2

Attack Graphs

The attack graph is one of several formalisms that use
graph theory to model attacks and their interactions on networks of computer systems. As introduced originally in 1998,
the attack graph models a system’s security-relevant state
space, in which vertices represent system states and edges
represent state transitions, typically caused by the actions of

an adversary. Their use permits an exploration of a system’s
state space in a manner that takes into account the interactions among vulnerabilities on interconnected systems [12].
From the beginning, the framework has used several fundamental concepts in the generation of attack graphs: network
elements and their configurations (e.g. platform or services),
attack patterns (which could be bound to sets of network
elements to produce state transitions), and network topology.
Modern incarnations of attack graphs tend to specify attack
patterns as sets of preconditions and postconditions [9, 15].
Matching preconditions with the system model for a state
node and mapping the postconditions back onto the model
permits the identification of an attack’s successor states.
Attack graph generation is the process of chaining exploits
to enumerate the attack space [5, 12, 14].
More recently, a variation of the attacks graph is being
adopted by some researchers: building graphs of the dependencies of attacks upon each other called exploit dependency
graphs or attack dependency graphs (our preferred nomenclature) [7, 11]. These smaller, more efficiently generated
models encode equivalent information and eliminate redundancy by trading one common graph application for another:
they replace the state transition graph with a dependency
graph.
In a traditional attack graph, the nodes are states, and
the edges are transitions, meaning each edge is a bound
attack. In an attack dependency graph, edges represent oneway dependencies between two types of nodes: conditions
(representing properties of the network state as attack preconditions or postconditions) and attacks (representing the
bound attacks themselves). For each edge, the destination
node is said to depend upon its source node. Also permitted
are “and” and “or” semantics.
The most important concepts in our attack graph model
are as follows. Assets are the security principals in the system, representing hosts, people, and other “nouns.” Facts
are statements about the properties of assets: either platform facts, which encode a Common Platform Enumeration
(See [4]) description of an asset, named quality facts, which
store an arbitrary value about a single asset, and named
topology facts, which describe unidirectional relationships
between two assets (topologies may only take real values;
otherwise they are only named). Exploits encode preconditions and postconditions in the form of these facts. When
compiled into an attack dependency graph, possible facts
about assets become condition nodes, and exploits bound to
assets become attack nodes.
In the attack dependency graphs presented here, attacks
are represented as boxed nodes, initial conditions are surrounded by pentagons, and other reachable conditions are
bare text. Multiple edges incident upon one node are said to
represent an “or” condition unless grouped by an “and” node.
A very simple sample attack dependency graph is provided
in Fig. 1. The scenario involves three assets: an attacker, a
web server, and a printer. The attacker has remote web access
to the server, and the server is connected to the printer. An
attack called root_server models some server vulnerability
allowing the attacker to gain administrative access to the
server. Two other attacks are possible from here: denial
of service to the web server, and instructing the printer to
change its ready message to “Out of toner.”
For reasons addressed in the next section, this type of
attack graph is a natural fit for our hybrid enhancements.

3.

HYBRID ADGS

A characteristic of a hybrid attack is that it takes a range
of real values as preconditions and output a range of values as
postconditions, as in an attack that drains energy, increases
the speed of a vehicle or centrifuge, and acts to change other
values over time. As articulated by Lee, “In the physical
world, the passage of time is inexorable and concurrency is
intrinsic” [8]. The passage of time is difficult to model in all
discrete attack graphs, and concurrency is all but impossible
to model in a traditional state transition attack graph.
These problems are solved with only two structural additions, described in section 3.1. These permit a surprising
array of new features and capabilities.

3.1

Additions

The first addition is a new type of condition node, which
represents a continuous range of possible values that a real
valued fact (quality or topology) may hold. These are labeled
with the standard interval notation and may be open, closed,
or half-open/half-closed (e.g. quality ∈ (0, 100]) and may
also be unbounded (e.g. distance ∈ [100, +∞)). According
to the initial conditions of the system and the exploits in
play, the generation process must automatically divide the
full range of possible values for each quality or topology into
the disjoint ranges necessary to express dependencies and
reachable conditions. For example, if an energy level can vary
from 0 to 100 inclusive but the system’s exploit dynamics
depend only upon whether energy remains, and its initial
energy level is 79, then its full range of [0, 100] may be split
into four condition nodes: t = 0 and t ∈ (0, 79), t = 79, and
t ∈ (79, 100].
The second addition is a new type of attack node that
supports ranges of values in conditions as both preconditions
and postconditions. This is actually implemented using a
special kind of dependency edge, a double arrow decorated
with t, representing the passage of time. The application of
these types of attacks is not so much a discrete event as it
is the placement of the system in an operational mode that,
combined with the passage of time, would cause an evolution
in the state of the system.
This addresses the shortcomings described in the previous
section: attacks with ranges of real-valued conditions and
durational application brings time into play, if perhaps not
necessarily inexorably; and the elimination of sequential state
transitions permits concurrency.

4.
4.1

EXAMPLE
Introduction

This section models an example denial of service attack
on the ISO 18000-7 RFID tag inventory system similar to
those used by the United States Department of Defense for
shipping tracking and the Department of Energy for tracking
spent fuel containers [6]. The attack is similar to the ones
described by Buennemeyer, et al. [3], and is of a newly
distinguished class of attacks sometimes termed denial of
sleep attacks [2, 13]. An energy draining attack to deplete the
tags’ batteries could significantly speed their loss of power
and cause unnecessary radiation exposure for maintenance
workers.
The ISO 18000-7 tags have two modes: an active mode, and
a sleep mode in which their power consumption is significantly
reduced. A denial of sleep attack occurs when the tag is not

attacker->server:connected_network_web

server:cpe:/a::VulnerableWebServer

and

root_server(attacker, server)

attacker->server:access_admin

server.status=up

printer:cpe:/h::printer

and

and

dos_server(attacker, server)

ch_printer_msg(attacker, server, printer)

server.status=down

printer.ready_message=OUT_OF_TONER

printer<->server:connected_local

Figure 1: Discrete attack dependency graph
permitted to enter sleep mode or is awakened more frequently
than normal, for example by a rogue reader or a compromised
legitimate reader.
Let us consider two simple examples involving a single
reader and a single tag. In the first, the attacker compromises the reader using a discrete attack called own, then
accomplishes the denial of sleep attack.
The second, a somewhat more contrived case, adds a discrete attack to drain the last of the tag’s power in a single action when it drops below power level 10. This could
conceivably be accomplished by requesting a malformed or
excessively expensive database query, for example, but the
goal is purely to illustrate a more intimate mixing of discrete
and continuous actions.
In both cases, the model uses power level 100 to represent
full power and 0 to represent an empty battery.

4.2
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HADG and Discussion
Figure 2: Pure denial of sleep attack

4.2.1

Hybrid Attacks

In the pure denial of sleep attack, the possible power levels
are broken into three conditions: the starting power level,
power levels above the starting level, power levels below the
starting level (including 0).
This is modeled in Fig. 2, with the power level starting at
80. Note that the interval (80, 100] is not included in this
graph, as even though it is a valid interval, it is unreachable
in the given scenario.

4.2.2

Mixed Hybrid and Discrete Attacks

The second denial of sleep example in Fig. 3 (which excludes the own step for space reasons) provides a more nuanced view of the characteristics of the hybrid attack dependency graph. Note that the [0, 100] interval of possible
battery values has been split into 80, the starting value;
(10, 80), the interval that can be achieved by executing the
basic sleep denial attack and nothing else; (0, 10], the interval
that is likewise achieved from only the sleep denial but which
also permits the discrete kill attack; and 0. (80, 100] is
unreachable and thus is not included in the graph.
There are a couple of important issues illustrated by this
example. First, it should be noted that the structure of the
graph depends heavily upon the initial conditions, as they

Figure 3: Hybrid denial of sleep attack

7.

Figure 4: Hybrid denial of sleep attack (alternate
starting conditions)

play a major role in the partitioning of the continuous state
space into real intervals. For instance, if the starting value
of battery had been 10, the graph would be as in Fig. 4.
Second, the question arises of why the node tag.battery ∈
(0, 80) is a leaf node. The answer is simple, if not immediately
obvious. The only possible action from the tag.battery ∈
(0, 80) condition is deny_sleep, which has already been taken.
The case where that attack is executed to bring the battery
level to between 10 and 80, then executed again to bring
the battery level lower is, without loss of generality, already
encoded in the other postcondition nodes of the deny_sleep
attack.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This abstract presents the hybrid attack dependency graph
(HADG), which provides a set of continuous extensions to
attack dependency graphs (exploit dependency graphs) with
the goal of modeling cyber-physical systems.
A core characteristic of the HADG is the discretization
into intervals of the reachable and relevant ranges of the
system’s state variables. These intervals are acted upon
by both discrete attacks to cause discrete “jumps” and by
continuous, durational attacks that place the system into a
mode of operation that causes its continuous state to evolve
over some time period. The reachable intervals, and their
status as parents of other attacks, are heavily influenced by
the starting state of the system.
In the short term, the process for generating HADGs must
be articulated and formalized, and its performance characterized. A variety of analysis techniques that exist for exploit
dependency graphs should be examined for suitability of
adaptation to the hybrid space. A significant modeling effort
is warranted to test the utility of the modeling framework
itself.
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